
Mercy Hospital 
Rogers, AR 

First Energy Star™ Rated Hospital in Mercy Health System 

Mercy Hospital in Rogers is the first hospital in the nation to attain an Energy Star™  

Rating in Mercy Health System and succeed in qualifying for it for three consecutive years. 

Challenge 

Mercy Hospital in Rogers was originally constructed in 1950 and 

operated as a community hospital.  Half a century later, the  

campus faced a number of challenges.  The building’s original 

construction made it difficult to expand and the existing  

mechanical system could not handle any additional load.  The 

facility was also landlocked and they had no additional real  

estate available to construct a new campus, though it seemed 

that was the only viable option. 

Mercy Hospital started working toward its vision of constructing 

a new hospital.  Part of that vision included a building that was 

Solution 

Thanks to a generous benefactor that donated a parcel of 

land to Mercy Hospital, they were able to pursue the design 

and construction of a new facility.  The administration  

challenged the design team to make this hospital as efficient 

as possible, not just “up to code.” 

The result is a truly remarkable facility, utilizing high  

efficiency mechanical system components and controls that 

minimize energy consumption.  In addition, Mercy Hospital  

restricts the access to their building automation system to 

mitigate opportunities for overrides that then become  

normal operating procedure; set and then forgotten about. 

To familiarize the staff with the new facility, they  

established a rotation schedule for all personnel, gradually 

phasing everyone to the new facility.  During, and especially 

near the end, of the transition period, utilization of remote 

alarms from their former facility’s building automation  

system enabled Mercy staff to minimize their presence at 

the previous site. 
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as energy efficient as possible and less costly to operate 

than the existing facility. 

The old campus needed to remain operational during  

construction of a new campus, and the staff had to be  

prepared to transition to the new facility as seamlessly as 

possible.  This meant that portions of both campuses would 

be functioning for a transition period and staff would be  

split between the campuses to gain the knowledge and  

experience necessary to operate the new system full time. 



About Harrison Energy Partners 

Harrison Energy Partners, originally founded in 1983 by Bill Harrison as Harrison Trane Service Company, is the largest provider of  
commercial and industrial HVAC systems and services in Arkansas.  With headquarters in Little Rock and locations in Springdale, Fort Smith, 
Mountain Home and Texarkana Harrison Energy Partners serves clients in 16 states.  135 Harrison Energy Partners employees provide Trane 
equipment sales, maintenance and repair services, process and comfort controls, parts and product support. 

Results 

Mercy Hospital was designed to be efficient and aesthetically 

pleasing to its occupants while still maintaining a healthy, safe 

and productive environment and it has succeeded in  

accomplishing all of those goals.  The facility has earned an 

EPA Energy Star™ Rating every year that it has been operating 

and is the first hospital to attain that certification in its first 

year of operation. 

 Designed to consume 169 BTUs/ft2 and operates at 171 

BTUs/ft2. 

 278,000 kWh saved in 2011 

 $300,000+ in financial savings 

 EPA Energy Star™ facility in 2009, 2010 & 2011. 

 Only new construction hospital in Arkansas to achieve 

Energy Star™ Rating 

 

“People say hospitals aren’t efficient, but they 

can be.  Here’s the example.  The success.” 

George McFerron, Director of Facility Services 
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Systems and Services 

 Trane™ CenTraVac™ Chillers 

 Trane™ Tracer Summit Building  

Automation System 

 Trane™  Variable Air Volume Boxes  

with Factory Installed Controls 

 Trane™ Custom Air Handling Units 

 BuildingLogiX Energy Analysis  

Applications and Dashboards 

 M2M’s BACbone On-going  

Commissioning Software  

 Energy Kiosks 

1501 Westpark Dr, Ste 9, Little Rock, AR 72204 

(501) 661-0621 

2499 S Maestri Rd, Springdale, AR 72762 

(479) 361-2030 www.harrisonenergy.com 
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Harrison Energy Partners is a 

founding member of: 

About Mercy Hospital—Rogers 

Mercy Hospital is a comprehensive care center in Rogers, AR.  
It is licensed for 165 beds and provides out-patient services  
to nearly 154,000 individuals annually with its staff of  
approximately 1200. 


